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ABSTRACT 

The levels of regional economic integration among African countries are relatively low because of 

many contributing factors. It widely accepted the regional economic integration may play a vital 

role in strengthening different stages of economic integration in Africa. Since most of the studies 

seem to be literature review based, the notion of this study is to address that gap by using regression 

analysis on the regional integration and economic growth. Such is done by applying different levels 

of integration namely trade integration, macroeconomic integration, productive integration, 

infrastructural integration  and free movement of people on the continental economic growth. The 

regression analysis findings can be interpreted as follows when the trade integration increases by 

1% the economic growth of Africa will increase by 1.82%. This implies that the higher is the levels 

of trade integration the higher is the economic growth. Such does not only mean increases in the 

impact but also reflect the positive the trade integration has on stimulating the levels of th economic 

activities. Same reasoning applies with productive integration if its increases by 1% that would 

result into the African economic growth to increase by 0.31%. Similarly, when the free movement 

of people increases by 1% that amount to economic growth to be stimulated by 0.87%. It can also 

noted that macroeconomic integration has strong impact on the economic growth compared to other 

stages of regional economic integration. The impact of macroeconomic integration into economic 

growth can contribute to 7.2% growth of the African economy. In contrast, infrastructural 

integration reflected that if it increases by 1% the economic growth will decreases by 2.14%. 

Basically, the study went beyond the trade integration or not only addressing the so-called intra-

trade regional issues within the African continent. 
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Introduction    

The long history of African regional integration can be traced back to the formation Southern 

African Customs Union (SACU) in 1910 (Geda & Kebret,2008). Likewise, the importance of 

regional integration in Africa can be also seen through the establishment of the Organization of 

Africa Unity(OAU) in 1963, by the founding fathers of the continent. Following the decisions of 

the OAU to create a new continental organization to builds on its work, the African Union(AU) 

was launched in July 2002 in Durban (African Economic Outlook,2014). Since then, particularly 

in the 1970s regional economic communities (RECs) were founded across different parts of the 

continent. The RECs can be defined as the regional groupings of African states for wider economic 

integration. Dinka & Kennes (2007),observed that RECs have been formed in most of the African 

regions and its activities informed by the AU work. Furthermore, they are considered as a building 

block of the AU the umbrella organization.  

In a broader sense, regional integration can enforce  increase in economic growth. Hence, regional 

integration is considered crucial for stimulating the levels of economic activities and may lead to 

substantial economic gains among member states. Peters-Berries (2010) associated regional 

integration as the mechanism in which countries can improved its economic performance and 

standard of living. As much as there are different regional economic communities within the Africa 

continent. The rationale of the study is to mainly focus on the different levels of integration and its 

impacts on the economic growth. The annual growth rate of some of the African countries can be 

considered to be impressive growing at the average of 5%. It is important to note that this is the 

growth rate not the aggregate size of its economy. In most , instances may be very low compared 

to their counterpart from the advanced economies. Nonetheless, economic growth is the acceptable 

measure of efficiency and how the economic activities of respective they are being run. It shows 



whether the economy has reach functional level or experiencing some difficulties. Even though 

there might critique on whether economic growth improves the standard of living or well-being of 

the people. The bottom line is that there cant be better standard of living without the sustainable 

foundation of the economic growth. Thus , economic growth is the precondition for the existence 

of economic development or better standard of living. This is elaborate because parts of the 

formation of regional economic integration is foster better standard of living or improvement in 

the levels of economic growth.  

The regional economic integration and its dimension may have an impact on the economic growth 

of the African continent. Such should be empirically verified by the legitimate statistically approach 

instead of the conceptual research work. Since most of the studies seem to be literature review 

based, the notion of this study is to address that gap by using regression analysis on the regional 

integration and economic growth. Such is done by applying different levels of integration namely 

trade integration, macroeconomic integration, productive integration, infrastructural integration  

and free movement of people on the continental economic growth. Basically, the study goes beyond 

the trade integration or only addressing the so-called intra-trade regional issues within the African 

continent. It explore fundamental components or aspects that could be classified as neglected by 

the academia that is to quantify different levels of integration and measures its impacts on the 

economic growth. From these basis ,the study intend to respond to the questions of whether ,Do 

the different levels of regional integration foster economic growth in Africa? From that perspective 

the research hypothesis can be formulated at different stages which is informed by sound reasoning. 

Literature  

Regional economic integration and regional economic communities are not same. Such is being 

mentioned because graphically illustration will includes the performance of the regional economic 

communities when it comes to different stages of regional economic integration. This is done to 

compare the continental levels performance with different groupings within the  continents. 

Afterwards, the analysis will be based on the regional economic integration and economic growth. 

The starting point is to look at the overview of regional economic integration within the continent. 

Then focuses on the trade integration, macroeconomic integration, productive integration, 

infrastructural integration, and free movement of people. 

Regional integration    



Regional integration in Africa has been existence for decades, it not something that is new. But 

because colonial history, it has seen itself being stagnated not reaching the intended outcome. 

Interferences by external forces in any form usually does not result regional economic integration 

to become a success. Sovereignty of the individual state it important for ensuruing that regional 

economic integration does achieved the predetermined goals. The assumption is that each state is 

much more aware of the dynamics of their issues compared to the external forces. Less intervention 

of the global communities from designated countries it best for the effective regional economic 

integration. This does not mean they cannot put financial resources or other relevant resources at 

the disposal of the vulnerable regional groupings. Such should be done with the minimal or zero 

imposing of the policy directions towards these regional economic integration. When looking at 

South Africa as the last country to be partially liberated from political and economic oppression 

which destructed the marginalized group different aspects of their livelihood. The country has made 

an impressive improvement in terms of regional economic integration performance. In 2019, the 

country has achieved the value of 0.6254 pertaining to the regional economic integration 

performance. The value is sound and biggest in the reported year by the African development Bank. 

It is important to note that if the value of regional economic integration approaches zero it 

considered weak performance. But in the case it is getting closer to one it referred as the sound or 

best performance. From the same reporting year, it can be observed that South Sudan had least 

performance of  0.1469 towards the regional economic integration performance. Poor performance 

of South Sudan may be attributed to the country’s poor institutional environment. 

Annual growth       

Economic growth of Africa has been portrayed as stagnated ,however less evidence that attest to 

these claims. Because the only focus is on the 21st century it does not go back where the world 

initially started. Nonetheless using the current claims there are number of factors to consider before 

making a conclusion that African economies are stagnated. Part of those factors includes 

international mainstream the way it allows the image of Africa to be distorted. African economies 

are not only stagnated or lagging behind some influences of the external forces has a negative role 

to play. If the African economies images is not protected such will allows the situation where it 

doesn’t not taken seriously. Apart from the protection of its reputation there are factors should be 

taken into account such as remuneration of factors of production or natural resources. It has been 

a tendency of the global community to not fairly remunerate resources which are extracted from 



Africa. This is done in the name of value which cannot be precise defined or universally agreed by 

the scholars. A value of something cannot only be based on the final output of the products but 

underestimated the input. This is because there is no final product without the input expressed 

through the factors of production especially natural resources. Such kind of arrangement allows for 

the situation to which the aggregate economic growth not fairly represented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual growth of the African countries 

 

Source: Author’s compilation 

Economic growth usually contains two separate forms of remunerations that are salaries or wages 

and profits. Most of the remuneration goes to the multinational enterprises in the name of profits 
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while salaries or wages continues to among the main factor in widening the inequality. In other 

words, wage inequality it strictly ignored by the calculation of economic growth. As matter of fact, 

it does not account for the remuneration of factors of production especially from Africa. 

Remuneration is the crucial element of  economic growth because it shows whether there is fairness 

in resource allocation or the main point of focus on the monetary resources instead of actually 

invaluable natural resources. If the African continent has to be fairly evaluated the issues of natural 

extraction and exploitation should not be treated as something that is valueless. As much as much 

there are problems with economic growth measurement, the above analysis can be used to show a 

slight mirror of the African economies. In which most continues to experience difficulties that not 

really self-imposed but rather constrains which comes with economic liberalization. It important 

to note no single countries in this world have achieved high level of economic growth purely based 

on the principles of the economic liberalization. In fact, most countries that are called advanced 

economies they have a history of colonizing other countries and applying illiberal policies. When 

the conditions began to suitable for them, then they preached the concept of economic 

liberalization. In which doesn’t have any proven track record to liberality Africans both politically 

and economically.  

Trade integration   

H1:High levels of trade integration will have a positive impact on the economic growth  

A tendency of referring intra-trade as the trade integration it simple not appropriate since trade 

integration also includes extra-trade. If the study had to define the two concept will be much easier 

intra-trade refers to the trade among the same members of regional economic integration. While 

extra-trade can be defined as trade of regional economic integration members with other countries 

that doesn’t fall part of the union. It is crucial to note that as much as extra-trade is much more 

higher within the context of African regional economic integration with other countries especially 

with Anglo-American countries. The so called historically injustice or wounds of the past has a 

significant role to play because extra-trade is influenced by the colonial linkage. It is not a 

coincidence that regional economic integration groupings in Africa mainly trade with Anglo-

American countries. Similarly intra-trade is small for African regional economic groupings because 

of the extractive or exploitative behavior of the Anglo-American countries multinational 

enterprises that doesn’t fairly remunerate factors of production extracted in Africa.      



Trade integration   

 

Source: Author’s compilation 

Intra-trade in Africa as much as it perceived to be low, it simple not true that has seen any growth 

of the past few years. There have been improvements in intra-trade of the African regional 

economic integration. Trade integration goes beyond extra-trade and intra-trade but also involves 

spatial integration which were created through unfair legislation imposed by those deemed to be 

superior then the rest of us. Spatial integration could be observed from eight different regional 

economic communities formed part of the African Union. Nonetheless, trade integration on its own 

without capital inflows or fairly remuneration doesn’t strengthen the African economic integration. 

It basically keep it stagnated and falling behind to the rest of the world. If the trade integration 

should be measure concise remuneration will have to be incorporated among the main 

measurement of consideration. Trade integration as the measurement of intra-trade, extra-trade , 

spatial trade, and other different levels of integration could be not considered good enough for true 

reflection of trade integration. Nevertheless, trade integration is crucially element of different 

stages of economic integration but it should be combined with degree of different kinds of 

investment.  

Macroeconomic integration       
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H2:High levels of macroeconomic integration will have a positive impact on the economic 

growth  

Macroeconomic integration       

 

Source: Author’s compilation 

Monetary value of African natural resources has been underestimated which that has undermine 

the effort of macroeconomic integration. If the macroeconomic integration had to be measured 

appropriate it should not ignored the remuneration of factors of production as well as illicit financial 

flows. The money that is not accounted for, by the multinational enterprises it leads to the loss of 

revenue. Government revenue in terms of taxation becomes unrecognizable which results in both 

monetary and fiscal policy to become weak. Monetary policy of the country goes in hand with 

macroeconomic integration since it enables the regional economic integration to become strong or 

sound. Macroeconomic integration intend to ensure financial stability of regional economic 

groupings despite of their level of development. In a case there is unfair distribution of monetary 

resources it may be resolved by circulation of money within regional economic integration. 

Nonetheless, the African regional economic integration may be deemed to have low levels of 

macroeconomic integration but the continent is rich in resources. Abundance of natural resources 

should be an indication that monetary value of those resources sometimes extracted illegitimate by 

the multinational enterprises are undervalued. Before, any discussion of macroeconomic 

integration , there some number of issues that should be addressed caused by the external forces 

that have zero interest of the African agenda.  
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H3:High levels of productive integration will have a positive impact on the economic growth 

Productive integration 

 

Source: Author’s compilation         

Productive integration deals with the productivity of economic activities and shows how functional 

economy in certain degree. If productive integration is not encouraged that will results to economic 

growth to not be in the favorable position. When regional economic integration of Africa has to 

reach a great degree of performance it should ensure that productive integration is of paramount. 

Otherwise, productive integration will remain an idea not a reality , feasibility depends on strong 

investment on the productive forces of the economy. This shall includes investment on the factors 

of production particularly human capital in the form of labour which gives rise into the any kind 

of capital. The notion that labour intensive economy is less productive into a certain degree it true 

but there is no existence of capital-intensive economy without strong investment on the labour. The 

knowledge-based economy can only be achieved if more resources are being put to strengthen 

labour market. Productive integration should not be seen as the standard alone especially if other 

elements of integration are not as sound. Because that on it own will negatively to economic growth 

and regional performance of Africa.  

H4:High levels of infrastructural integration will have a positive impact on the economic 

growth 

Infrastructural integration 
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Source: Author’s compilation 

Infrastructural integration are perceived to have an impact on the regional integration performance 

of the African countries. It should be included as part of the key elements or strategic vision of the 

African agenda with regard to strengthen different stages of integration. Infrastructural integration 

of Africa should be equipped with advanced level of infrastructure development. However, this 

remains a challenge because of cost that are associated with financing infrastructure development. 

The infrastructural integration could not be really achieved while there is financing of the 

infrastructure that are caused by the intergovernmental organization. There is a behavior of funding 

the so-called advanced economy more compared to the emerging economies. If this infrastructural 

integration is also keen interest of the globally community especially multinational enterprises that 

massively benefit to extracting resources they should monetarily resources at the African economic 

regional groupings. When abundance of resources works for them, there will be not need for 

regional economic integration. Any form of groupings are for the countries to cross-subsidies each 

other but in real terms within the context of Africa shouldn’t be the case.  

H5:High levels of free movement of people will have a positive impact on the economic growth 

Free movement of people 
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Source: Author’s compilation 

Free movement of people should be not taken serious, proper foundation of other dimensions of 

regional economic integration should be prioritized. In other words, free movement of people is an 

outcome of strong regional economic integration. Otherwise, if this not carefully managed will lead 

to unnecessary conflicts and stigmatization of the so-called foreigners or immigrants. A country at 

individual level should demonstrate strong capabilities before it enter into any form of regional 

economic integration. Otherwise, receiving economy citizens will violate those who freely move 

because of the home country unfavorable economic conditions. Nonetheless, free movement of 

people can easily lead to foreign forces to undermine political stability of the receiving through 

financial rebels resulting into insurgence. As much as there are issues of rebels in Africa according 

to the international community this is clearly  not evidence based. Because most of the so-called 

research work on governance issues especially by international relations are very theoretical. They 

cant even precise determined if the issue is within the regions of the country or its entirely happens 

at the national level. If rebels and insurgence is recorded at the country level, why then people are 

moving from one region to another. It suppose that the country should few people if not any , this 

study is attempting to addressing these issues from the perspective of international business. With 
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the main focus on different stages of regional economic integration including free movement of 

people.  

Data and method  

Data has been collected from African Development Bank  and World Bank indicators which was 

for 2019 datasets. The notion of choosing 2019 was based on the data availability for the indicators 

of regional economic integration such trade integration, macroeconomic integration, productive 

integration ,infrastructural integration, and free movement of people. Based on this limitation 

robust regression analysis was selected to be the basis for providing answers to research answers 

and formulated research hypotheses.  

Summary statistics 

summary statistics allows for the data to be quantified and making it possible for the basic features 

of the datasets to be analyzed. Also, summary statistics serves as a starting point for data analysis, 

where data can be organized, simplified, and summarized. Summary statistics is the basis of any 

quantitative data analysis , since it provide a broader picture of the datasets and set foundation for 

conducting complex analysis. Building on this way of rationalizing, it is necessary to look at the 

descriptive statistics of this study variables of interest. Therefore, for this particular component, the 

idea is to provide descriptive statistics of the independent variables and dependent variable. This 

includes both measures of the regional economic integration and economic growth.         

Descriptive statistics  

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Annual growth 54 2.925903 3.714285 -11.19569 8.364086 

Trade integration  54 0.382624 0.123875 .1105622 0.730043 

Productive integration 54 0.200681 0.134303 0.0490103 1.000008 

Macroeconomic integration 54 0.399109 0.129544 0.0234356 0.809098 

Infrastructure integration 54 0.219754 0.167447 0.0087451 0.898360 

Free movement of people 54 .4412312 .3065745 .0061763 1.000001 



Source: Author’s compilation 

From the above descriptive statistics, the annual growth of the African countries is average at 2.9%. 

This growth levels follows below the benchmarking standard of the international community which 

could be estimated to be 5% for the emerging economies and the so-called underdeveloped 

countries. It is important to note that there is no universally agreed standard in terms of what 

separate emerging economies from developing economies. Hence, lists compiled by the 

international financial institutions doesn’t grouped the above-mentioned countries the same. It 

always a case that South Africa appears to the most of the rankings for the economic growth or 

other economic efficiencies measures. Nonetheless, it can be also observed that on average 

different stages of regional economic integration falls below 0.4 which can be classified as weak 

or moderate depending who is interpreting the analysis. 

 

 

 

 

Correlation analysis    
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Source: Author’s compilation 

Based on the correlation analysis trade integration has weak relationship with other dimensions of 

the regional economic integration. In certain, it has a negative relationship with macroeconomic 

integration and free movement of people. It noteworthy that infrastructural integration has a strong 

positive relationship with productive integration. Nonetheless, the purpose of showing correlation 

was to look at the features of the datasets and possible relationship. More robust analysis for the 

interpretation of results are needed such as conducting regression. This will estimate what kind of 

impacts the different levels of economic integration could possibly have on the economic growth.  

Results      

The below results of the regression analysis tend to determine if the direction of the impact as 

informed by the formulated remains the same or not. Therefore, interpretation of the regression 

analysis results will be aligned with the study hypothesis. The variables of interest shall establish 

whether the different levels of economic integration such as trade integration, productive 

integration, macroeconomic integration , infrastructural integration matters for the economic 

growth of the African continent.  

Regression Analysis  

Annual growth Coef. Std. Err. P>t [95% Conf. Interval] 

Trade integration 1.815084 4.534841 0.691 -7.307838 10.93801 

Productive integration .3116422 4.128292 0.940 -7.99341 8.616695 

Macroeconomic 

integration 

7.210098 3.273567 0.033 .624531 13.79567 

Infrastructural 

integration 

-2.140553 3.963429 0.592 -10.11394 5.832838 



Free movement of 

people 

.8722656 1.692355 0.609 -2.532314 4.276845 

_cons -.6297858 2.563643 0.807 -5.787171 4.52 

Source: Author’s compilation       

The regression analysis can be interpreted as follows when the trade integration increases by 1% 

the economic growth of Africa will increase by 1.82%. This implies that the higher is the levels of 

trade integration the higher is the economic growth. Such does not only mean increases in the 

impact but also reflect the positive the trade integration has on stimulating the levels of th economic 

activities. Same reasoning applies with productive integration if its increases by 1% that would 

result into the African economic growth to increase by 0.31%. Similarly, when the free movement 

of people increases by 1% that amount to economic growth to be stimulated by 0.87%. It can also 

noted that macroeconomic integration has strong impact on the economic growth compared to other 

stages of regional economic integration. The impact of macroeconomic integration into economic 

growth can contribute to 7.2% growth of the African economy. In contrast, infrastructural 

integration reflected that if it increases by 1% the economic growth will decreases by 2.14%. 

Conclusion    

The study researched the implications of different stage of regional economic integration on the 

African economic growth. The study observed that African countries trade less with each other 

compared to the trade with the rest of the world. On average, intra-African trade is between 10 to 

12 percent, whereas over 80 percent of the continent's exports go to other regions instead of the 

African markets. The study noted that the continent has several regional economic communities 

that can play a crucial role in fostering high levels of integration. However, various challenges are 

experienced by these regional economic communities. This includes the tendency of pursuing 

national interest, multiple or overlapping memberships, uneven benefits of integration, debt 

dependency, country level issues of implementation, complex and restrictive rules of origin, and 

dependence on trade taxes. Part of the integration challenges included failing to develop a seamless 

transportation system and struggling with the creation of the monetary union. In addressing the 

identified challenges of integration, the study made several suggestions. The continent should 

prioritize flexibility over rigidity. The countries that don't fulfill the criteria of the regional 



economic communities should be excluded from the integration. African integration should 

encourage simplicity, because complexity may not be in the best interest of the integration, 

especially in the early stages of integration development. In a nutshell, the study suggested that 

different levels of the regional economic integration matters for the African economic growth. 

However, the direction of the matters may differ depending on the selected variables of interest. 

Future studies may expand to include other regions such as Anglo-American countries this might 

be a problem because for those regions there are issues of data availability. Also, future studies may 

ensure methodological diversity by applying the same data using different method. This should be 

done for solely compared whether findings are consistent or deviating not for the purpose 

replicating the study.   
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